
New Spork City Vocabulary Review

Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. Like a kiss, but different. To do this, you put your arms around the other person

and squeeze.

coin hug awake impression

2. Another way to say 'as soon as.' We use this word to help us make the sequence

of things clear.

check freshen up once introduce

3. The opposite of 'asleep,' this means your eyes are open and your brain is 'on.'

adult catch your breath deposit awake

4. To pull a card like a credit card through a card reader.

coin cobblestone swipe hug

5. A kind of 'machine door' that only lets one person through at a time.

turnstile check glad deposit

6. 'Paper money,' this is the thing that is worth five, ten, twenty or fifty Euros.

once bill swipe coin

7. 'Hard money.' This is the kind of money that is made out of metal.

community bill freshen up coin

8. To look at something to make sure it is the way you think it should be.

bill adult understand check
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9. What people think of something after only a short experience with it.

hug get to know impression community

10. The street is for cars. This is the place that is for people to walk.

swipe sidewalk turnstile deposit

11. One way of thinking about (or dealing with) something.

once view check approach

12. Like 'happy,' this means you have a positive feeling about something.

hug understand glad impression
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

get used to, out of breath, get a feel for, base, wear out, wise, subway,

apologize, roll your eyes, seem, catch your breath, eventually

1. Young lady! Don't you ____________________________ when I'm talking to

you. As long as you live under my roof, I expect you to treat me with respect.

2. The ____________________________ of my new monitor has USB ports and I

can easily plug my phone in to charge.

3. Nathan doesn't like driving in Berlin. So, he parks his car at the hotel and walks

to the stairs that go down to the ____________________________ station. He

says it's the easiest way to travel in the city.

4. When Tina was thinking about buying an electric car, she rented one first, to

____________________________ driving it. She liked it, and bought one.

5. Johnny really hurt Craig's feelings in the last meeting. I think he should

____________________________ to Craig for what he said.

6. On the weekend, Martin takes his kids for long walks because it's his task to

____________________________ the kids before they go crazy in the

apartment.

7. When you have a newborn baby, you feel like you will never sleep again. With

time, you can ____________________________ the new routine.

8. I never know what my sisters really think, but they

____________________________ to like my new girlfriend.

9. Tony is much older than I am, and is very ____________________________. I'm

grateful for the advice he gives me.

10. The first time Wanda walked up the stairs to her office, she was

____________________________ and needed a two minute break.

11. Learning a language can be difficult, but ____________________________

speaking it becomes automatic.

12. Thanks for helping me to carry the couch. Here, have a seat for a minute and

____________________________.


